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LEGAL RIGHTS NOTICE 
 

YOU HAVE PRIVATE LABEL RIGHTS TO 
USE THIS PRODUCT AS DETAILED BELOW. 

 
 
Your Rights (in force for 1 year after publication date): 
You CANNOT give it away. 
You CANNOT sell it on auction sites. 
You CANNOT offer as a free bonus UNLESS purchase of $27 or HIGHER is 
required to get it. 
You CAN sell it in the following ways: 

- product itself (WITHOUT resale rights) for $17 or HIGHER 
- product packaged with other products for $27 or HIGHER total price 
- product with MASTER RESELL RIGHTS for $27 or HIGHER 
- product with PRIVATE LABEL RIGHTS for $47 or HIGHER 
- included in a PAID membership site with $17 per month or HIGHER fee 
- product edited completely and your name put on it for $17 or HIGHER 

 
NOTE: When offering Resell Rights or Private Label Rights, this certificate MUST 
be included! 
 
*** These restrictions are put in place to protect the value of this product *** 
 
 
© 2007 Think Big Publications, LLC and Brett Ingram - All Rights Reserved. 
 
No part of this report may be reproduced or transmitted in any form whatsoever, 
electronic, or mechanical, including photocopying, recording, or by any informational 
storage or retrieval system without expressed written, dated and signed permission from 
the authors. 
 
 
DISCLAIMER AND/OR LEGAL NOTICES 
The information presented herein represents the views of the author as of the date of 
publication. Because of the rate with which conditions change, the author reserve the 
rights to alter and update their opinions based on the new conditions. 
This report is for informational purposes only and the author does not accept any 
responsibilities for any liabilities resulting from the use of this information. While every 
attempt has been made to verify the information provided here, the author and his 
resellers and affiliates cannot assume any responsibility for errors, inaccuracies 
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